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the i-435 bridge over the missouri river at kansas city, missouri, consists of twin two-girder
structures. inspections by the missouri department of transportation (modot) in 2003 detected
numerous cracks at the floor beam and lateral member connections throughout the 30-year-old

bridge. an initial evaluation suggested that many of the cracks were the result of distortion-induced
stresses. no evidence of unstable crack extension was observed. a comprehensive fatigue study was

subsequently carried out to investigate the extent and cause of cracking and to evaluate possible
long-term retrofit solutions. based on the study findings, a retrofit plan was implemented that
addressed details susceptible to distortion-induced cracking, end restraint cracking, and crack

growth from embedded defects. large-hole and loosening type retrofits were utilized to reduce the
possibility of crack extension. we've talked about how weathering that degrades the base can cause
your concrete to sink. when the concrete base is weakened, it becomes unstable. the weight of the
concrete then becomes too much and the sidewalk begins to sink. there are also several problems
with the soil underneath that can cause the concrete to sink. concrete needs soil to be compacted

before it is installed. poorly compacted soil will sink under the weight of the concrete. if this happens
after the concrete has hardening, it's going to cause the concrete itself to sink. again, picking a

qualified installer is key to ensuring that your concrete lasts as long as possible. apples recognized
developer program is designed to make your mac more secure by only allowing applications from

developers it trusts to install on your mac without further intervention from you. it makes sense that
if it discovers one of those trusted developers is cracking software that belongs to other developers

and over which they have intellectual property rights, it would no longer trust that developer.
distributing cracked software is illegal in many countries, and its both unethical and immoral.

developers invest huge amounts of resources in making software. if they are unable to generate
revenue from it because it has been cracked and distributed for free, their ability to continue

employing staff and invest in their software will be seriously compromised.
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when the software maker
upgrades an app on your

mac, it will usually store data
that it uses during the update
process in your macs folder.
because of this, it is possible
to remove the old app before
the new one is installed. it is
the best approach because

crack injection prevents
water from passing through
the leaking cracked wall and
entering into the basement.
extra humidity is prevented
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and there is little chance of
mold and mildew forming on

the wall. it is the most
economical because the

repair costs only hundreds of
dollars versus the thousands
of dollars a drain tile system
could cost. the i-435 bridge
over the missouri river at

kansas city, missouri, consists
of twin two-girder structures.
inspections by the missouri

department of transportation
(modot) in 2003 detected

numerous cracks at the floor
beam and lateral member
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connections throughout the
30-year-old bridge. an initial
evaluation suggested that

many of the cracks were the
result of distortion-induced

stresses. no evidence of
unstable crack extension was
observed. a comprehensive

fatigue study was
subsequently carried out to
investigate the extent and
cause of cracking and to

evaluate possible long-term
retrofit solutions. based on
the study findings, a retrofit
plan was implemented that
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addressed details susceptible
to distortion-induced

cracking, end restraint
cracking, and crack growth
from embedded defects.

large-hole and loosening type
retrofits were utilized to

reduce the possibility of crack
extension. the installed
retrofits will significantly

extend the remaining fatigue
life and facilitate ease of
inspection of this critical

infrastructure link.
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